Dear Partners,

On behalf of the Group of Companies, we would like to offer you to evaluate our knowledge and practical experience in the field of business aviation. We offer tailored-made solutions that are developed exclusively for you, taking into account your objectives and goals. We are confident that when making a decision, you will evaluate not only personal relationship, but also the economic efficiency of working with a partner. Therefore, we hereby present our joint work conditions designed exclusively for you.

Sincerely,

Vitaly Roslyakov
Amber Jet Group Managing Partner
Amber Jet Management is a full cycle of services related to the purchase or sale of an aircraft, as well as managing the aircraft both in private and in the commercial aspect.

We are a full-cycle company, offering services ranging from the purchase of an aircraft to its commercial or private commissioning according to the European EASA requirements.

Our fleet consists of 7 managed aircrafts based in different countries and jurisdictions.

The relationship model is transparent pricing without hidden fees in the interests of the owner by means of the permanent work of the aircraft’s personal manager aimed at cost optimization.
INTEGRATED FLIGHT SOLUTIONS

AIRCRAFT MANAGEMENT
For carrying out private flights in the interests of the owner. Ideal if you frequently use private aircrafts for travel or business trips.

COMMERCIAL LOADING
Commercial loading of the aircraft aimed at reducing or fully covering the direct costs of the owner.

PART NCC – REGULATION COMPLIANCE
Aircraft control in accordance with Part NCC – Regulation Compliance and EASA requirements.

DISPATCH SUPPORT
24/7 flight planning, obtaining permits, coordination and organization of ground services around the world by means of own control center.

SELECTION AND TRAINING OF QUALIFIED PERSONNEL
Pilots, engineers, and flight attendants. Organization of the necessary flight and ground courses for advanced training in leading training centers.

COST MINIMIZATION
Through direct contracts with ground handling providers.
AMBER JET CHARTER

Search, organization, and sale of private flights on business aircrafts.
COMFORT

Exceeding your highest expectations is our unchanged principle. We check every detail and are responsible for the personal comfort of each passenger, offering an extensive selection of private jets, ground escort services, VIP transport, and on-board catering from the best restaurants in the world.

SECURITY

We work only with reliable partners, i.e., operators that meet the European requirements of EASA and the American FAA and have full operator certificate. All our flights are performed by highly professional crews who undergo all the necessary flight training at leading training centers in Europe and the USA.
CONFIDENTIALITY

Amber Jet Charter is a private club. We guarantee reliability and full protection of your data and take responsibility for the preservation and non-disclosure of information about your flights to third parties.

INDIVIDUAL APPROACH

We understand the desires of our customers and provide them with personal service. To meet all your expectations, your personal manager will look for a flight and prepare it for you 24/7.

CHOOSING AN OPTIMAL FINANCIAL SOLUTION

We offer you the most profitable financial solution, which corresponds to the scale of your desires and goals. Our task is to find and offer the most profitable options for a given flight.
TERMINAL

The first business aviation complex in the Baltic States. It offers a full range of ground handling services at Riga International Airport for aircraft of any size. Ensuring your comfort, privacy and security is our top priority.

HANGAR COMPLEX

Capital FBO hangar complex (5000 m2)
Modern complex consisting of two hangars built and designed for the storage and maintenance of aircrafts up to Gulfstream G650 / Boeing BBJ / Airbus ACJ.
ClearWay 24-hour flight support center. The center has a wide range of aircrafts in operational support, ranging from light aircraft of the Piper Meridian type to long-haul Boeing BBJ / Airbus ACJ. ClearWay is a detailed approach to providing each flight, risk assessment, cost analysis, and finding the best solution for the owner. The company undergoes periodic audits by the aviation authorities of Switzerland, Estonia, Malta, Belarus, San Marino, and other international jurisdictions.
THE SERVICES WE PROVIDE

GROUND HANDLING

FUEL

OVERLY AND LANDING PERMISSIONS

GROUND HANDLING

OWN network in Baltic states, Belarus and Scandinavia

FLIGHT PLANNING
For IFR or VFR

TRAVEL SERVICES

AIRCRAFT DISPATCH SERVICES

GROUND HANDLING

Own network in Baltic states, Belarus and Scandinavia

NORWAY
FINLAND
SWEDEN
DENMARK
LATVIA
ESTONIA
BELarus

Oslo - ENGMBergen - ENBB Stavanger - ENZV
Stockholm Bromma - ESSB Stockholm Arlanda - ESSA Helsinki - EFHK Turku - EFTU

VAASA - FPVA

Bodo - ENBS

Trondheim - ENVA
As a business aviation pilot, I know exactly how to make charter flights comfortable and safe, and aircraft management cost-effective.

Applying practical experience and putting together a team of true professionals, I created a company that understands its customers.

My team works on the orders of our customers and provides the best service, solving any tasks 24/7, 365 days a year.

Efficiency, confidentiality, safety, and comfort are our invariable principles. You determine the direction and timing, and we carry out the selection of an aircraft suitable for you and realize the organization of your flights, working exclusively with reliable and proven partners that meet high safety standards.

Long-term and trusting relationship is the main thing on which we focus our attention.

Vitaly Roslyakov
Amber Jet Group Managing Partner
Group of Companies

+371 67 718 111
sales@amberjet.net
22 Ziemelu Str., Business Aviation Center
Riga Airport, LV-1053, Latvia

www.amberjet.net